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Abstract: The ‘promise’ of the digital has been a democratization of the notion of heritage, and a
disruption of ideas about ownership, authorship and authenticity that might have seemed more
straightforward in the recent past. This chapter overviews these possibilities before going on to
introduce a series of ethical questions that complicate that picture. It appraises three practices
which exemplify this conflicted terrain and demonstrate the issues at stake; heritage institutions’
uses of social media, crowd-based methods and immersive mobile encounters.
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Our encounters with cultural heritage have become increasingly multimodal, collaborative and
mediatized. They are also nomadic; shifting online, offline and collapsing the spaces in between.
How digital media are impacting our understandings of heritage, and how those understandings
in turn intersect with the public realm, are questions of considerable interest. Margarita DíazAndreu asserts that ‘the digital revolution has … affected the way in which the interaction
between heritage and the public takes place’ (2017: 404-405). It is certainly the case that heritage
‘making’ is a thing made hyper-visible by digital media, open to constant and continuous
negotiation, potentially against a backdrop of global scrutiny.
The ‘promise’ of the digital has been a democratization of the very notion of heritage, and a
disruption of ideas about ownership, authorship and authenticity that might have seemed more
straightforward in the recent past. This has consequently raised searching questions about
cultural value; how it is ascribed, on what basis, and by whom (Adair et al. 2011). These
developments have received significant attention and some scrutiny in scholarly debates (in, for
example, Giaccardi 2012, Drotner and Schrøder 2013, Kidd 2014, Ridge 2014). Much has been
made of the role of the digital in overturning our long established ‘authorised heritage discourse’
(Smith 2006), in safeguarding intangible heritages including those in minority languages
(Antonaci et al. 2013, Hubin et al. 2013), and in curating previously hidden or marginalized
histories (Kidd et al. 2014). ‘Open’ versus ‘closed’ heritage practices have also been brought
sharply into focus in debates about the affordances of different hardware and software
‘solutions’ (Owens, 2016).
Alongside the argument that digital media might democratize cultural heritage is the related
assumption that such media might also aid heritage institutions in their ongoing attempts to
remain relevant. As Gertraud Koch notes ‘cultural heritage can only remain a living part of
cultural practice as long as it can incorporate social and technological change and thus remain
contemporary’ (Koch 2013: 169). There is a seductive logic underpinning claims that young
people in particular might respond positively to digital manifestations of heritage, or that
reaching them might be only a matter of tapping into the latest social media platform; seeking
them out and engaging with them where they already are.
Joel Taylor and Laura Kate Gibson have however identified a ‘notable reluctance’ to critique
digital practices ostensibly designed with democratization in mind (2016: 408). Their own
incredibly valuable intervention in the literature explores a disconnect ‘between increased access
and increased democracy’ (2016: 409) which although established within communications
studies, does seem to have been overlooked in the heritage discourse. They raise valuable
questions about the extent to which digital media in and of themselves can be expected to
facilitate more and better democratization of heritage.
Following Barbara J. Little (2009: 30) in her taxonomy of approaches to public archaeology, I
would like to suggest that digital heritage intersects with notions of ‘the public’ in four distinct
ways. Firstly, digital heritage work can be funded by the public; for example through state
support, the work of research councils, or directly via crowdfunding initiatives. Secondly, such
work often happens as part of outreach and education initiatives bringing heritage into commune
with communities variously defined; in digital storytelling workshops and through online games

for example. Thirdly, there is digital heritage work designed to ‘solve societal problems’, such as
that done under the auspices of European Union funded schemes. And lastly, there is the not
insignificant work carried out by non-professionals through, for example, citizen science and
citizen humanities initiatives. This is then a complex picture, with many and much invested at the
points where notions of heritage, the public, and the digital intersect.
This contribution appraises and problematizes the logics which often bolster talk about digital
media’s potential to radically alter the grounds upon which heritage is (co-)produced and
circulated. It will highlight a range of ethical dimensions to those debates, dimensions which are
often sidelined or revealed only through close scrutiny at the interstices of heritage studies with
other disciplines, such as media and communications studies, or the digital humanities. There has
been some attempt to bring this more reflexive agenda to scholarship on heritage and digital
media, but it has thus far been somewhat limited (see for example Marstine, 2011, Fouseki &
Vacharopoulou, 2013, Holdgaard & Klastrup, 2014, Hartley 2015, Pantalony, 2016, Kidd and
Cardiff, 2017).
In this chapter I will explore the promises and challenges of three practices currently being
positioned as game-changers in the pursuit of a more authentically public conceptualization of
heritage. These are: the turn toward social media, crowd-based methods more broadly, and
immersive mobile encounters. Although the particular projects and platforms referenced here
may well prove to be ephemeral, the questions raised will be with us for some time to come, and
the critiques themselves will likely become amplified.
Social media
Social media communications provide much in the way of promise for a more open and dynamic
understanding of heritage, offering scope for dialogue, sharing and playfulness in our negotiation
of the past (Kelly 2013, Giaccardi 2012, Parry 2011). Such networks are seen to represent a shift
from a broadcast or ‘transmission’ model of communications by heritage institutions, to a
networked communication model, one that is purported to be less hierarchical and exclusionary
(Drotner and Schrøder 2013). This has led to great claims about the prospects of social media
for more and better public heritage:
Social media starts by offering a way to ‘widen the audience’, ‘reach new constituencies’
but it ends by changing heritage and by asking everyone to participate in its construction,
encouraging openness not closure of interpretation and valuation, making flux,
uncertainty and doubt critical. (Fairclough 2012: xvi-xvii)
Social network sites – for example Facebook, Instagram and Twitter – are no doubt intriguing in
light of these claims. Critically, given the interests of this volume, such platforms operate on a
basis of openness as a default, privileging the public over the private as core to their business
models. They foreground sharing, conversation and debate, lowering barriers to enter into those
debates, and offering the potential for impressive reach and a diversity of voices. They also allow
users to upload their own content and to respond in real time to real world events and stimuli.
All of the time of course, they are also making ‘visible the museum’s networks of social relations’
(Sánchez Laws 2015: 6) in ways that might be institutionally compelling, and which seem to offer

a rebalancing of power. At face value, the capacity of such platforms to ‘change heritage’ might
seem self-evident.
There are a great number of heritage institutions being recognized for their work within social
media spaces1, especially noteworthy given the incredible competition for attention that is now a
given within such environments, and the sobering assessment of Henry Jenkins et al. that ‘if it
doesn’t spread it’s dead’ (2013). The popularity of projects such as Culture 24s VanGoYourself
attest to the spreadability of forms of user created content and playful remix. The award winning
VanGoYourself platform offers users the opportunity to produce and circulate their own recreations of paintings, including those of the ‘masters’, with a view to ‘get[ting] inside them and
discover[ing] art in a whole new way’ (Culture24, undated). Sharable content is the holy grail of
digital communications and promotions, as evidenced also in the wildly popular #MuseumSelfie
initiative. It is events like the #AskACurator day held annually in September that we might also
look to in order to assess the capacities of social media to open up understandings of and
interest in heritage. #AskACurator has become a global event premised on the idea that digital
provides a platform for genuine exchanges between those with different kinds and levels of
expertise, both amateur and professional museum and heritage ‘makers’.
However research into uses of social media sites within heritage organisations has offered mixed
readings of their capacity to enable more and/or better democratic exchanges around, or in the
production of, heritage content. I have found in my own research (Kidd 2011, 2014) that uses of
social media by museums (for example) are often shallow and dominated by marketing and
brand messaging. Taylor and Gibson have found that where interactions do happen in social
media spaces, they tend to be focused on pre-selected subject matters which leave little room for
people to ‘[define] their heritage according to their own values’ (2016: 10). Ana Luisa Sánchez
Laws too has studied participation, sustainability, trust, diversity and questions about
representation as they map onto museums’ social media presence, and cautions that ‘[s]ome
assumptions about the potential of social media to foster broader public engagement and
participation (and to therefore be always beneficial to museums, regardless of their type) need to
be examined’ (Sánchez Laws 2015: 3).
There has been an assumption that ‘the more people can be actively involved in discussion,
debate and consensus-building, the more legitimate the insights’ (Albert, 2013: 6), yet this idea of
legitimacy is a slippery one. Who gets to decide what the measure of legitimacy is? What is the
relationship between ‘more people’ and better insight? And is consensus always practicable and
desirable? Vincent Miller (2008: 399) has posited that communication within social network sites
tends toward ‘phatic’ small talk rather than meaningful conversation or debate, and there have
been more troubling assessments of the level and tone of discussions in recent years (deemed
especially problematic within the Twittersphere (Kidd 2015)).
There are issues too about the kinds of infrastructures and permissions that have become
normative within these environments, and questions about platform politics and uses of data
that heritage institutions and researchers may not be attuned to. Social design is at the core of
1
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these platforms (White et al 2013: 390), but it has its limitations. Perennial problems around
access mean that reach within such spaces is multiply skewed, and any understanding of
community likely flawed (Baym 2010: 74). In addition, the sharing of content turns networking
into cultural capital which largely accrues to heritage institutions rather than individuals, or
economic capital which accrues to the owners of the platforms which underpin the projects.
Savvy users may be unwilling to enter into interactions on those bases.
When evaluating projects that have involved the use of social media, heritage institutions and
organisations need to think about the measures for success that have become normative. Reach
is only one measure, assessed by quantitative means, and may of course not be the best one in
the final analysis. It says nothing about the depth or quality of interactions from either the user
perspective, or that of the institution. Sánchez Laws (2015: 6) proposes that we need to do much
more in order ‘to understand when, how and why these activities may have a positive, neutral or
negative result’, for their impacts might be ambiguous at best. This raises also the specter of
intentionality and motivation for the programme in the first instance, and how considered and
well-articulated that is.
There are then problems with the premise that social media per se are a viable route to more
public negotiations of heritage. But what might be said about seemingly more involved direct
appeals to ‘the crowd’ to problem solve with and alongside heritage institutions? The next
section will explore this thematic in more detail.
Crowd-based methods
Since the mid 2000s we have witnessed an explosion in rhetoric about the capacities of digital
media to leverage the ‘wisdom of crowds’ (Surowieki, 2004) and to make use of our ‘cognitive
surplus’ (Shirky 2010). The discourse speaks of participation, community and empowerment, and
is thus also incredibly seductive for heritage practitioners keen to democratise the stories they
work with. Underpinning these developments is an assumption that the involvement of ‘citizens’
in heritage work will render it in some way more genuinely public, and that the kinds of
knowledge produced and circulated as a result will be more representative and authentic. Such
outcomes are however never inevitable.
‘Crowdsourcing’ for example has been defined as ‘inviting members of the public, often referred
to as “the crowd,” to tag and classify, transcribe, organize, and otherwise add value to digital
cultural heritage collection content’ (Owens 2013: 121). Such approaches are often used as part
of citizen science and citizen humanities initiatives about which there is an emerging literature
(see for example Dobreva et al. 2014, Carletti et al. 2013, Ridge 2013, 2014). These are projects
that - whether situated within University research programmes, or the Education Departments
of museums and heritage sites – are touted as opening up knowledge production.
There are many examples of citizen science programmes that could be cited here but I shall
briefly focus on the offers from two institutions. The Natural History Museum in London has
no fewer than five science projects live as of May 2017 which encourage ‘citizens’ to get involved
in activity varying from exploring the distribution of seaweed around the UK as part of the ‘Big

Seaweed Search’, to transcribing microscopic slide labels for the ‘Miniature Lives Magnified’
initiative. According to the museum these projects ‘invite you [the citizen] to actively contribute
to our science research’ (Natural History Museum, undated), making the data richer, and more
comprehensive than is practicable otherwise without major project investment. Similarly, the
Australian Museum has no fewer than six current projects, including ‘Australian Fishes’ which
sees ‘citizens’ uploading and identifying their own observations of marine life, and ‘Solarpowered Ibis’ which calls upon people to keep their eyes open for birds with wing tags and to
email the project if they happen to see any. In terms of citizen humanities projects, there are
again many options for people to get involved; on the Smithsonian website people can head to
the transcription center to become a ‘digital volunteer’ (Smithsonian, undated), ‘History
Unfolded’ encourages citizens to work with the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum,
searching online local news archives for articles and submitting them to the online database, and
‘annoTATE’ asks people to help transcribe documents from the Tate collection of artists’ diaries
and letters.
But there are challenges associated with these approaches also, and as noted above, ethical
dimensions that we are only beginning to consider. One of the major concerns with the
crowdsourcing approach has been around assessment of the labor involved; why ‘outsource’ that
work to members of your community rather than pay somebody to do it? Is it exploitative? Does
it undervalue and even devalue the work involved? Why do people participate in the numbers that
they do? What in fact is being traded? There are broader debates about digital labor happening
across the disciplines (Terranova 2000, van Dijck 2012, Fuchs and Sevignani 2013, Owens 2013,
Fuchs 2014), and the case for how and why heritage crowdsourcing might be considered exempt
from those criticisms has yet to be adequately argued.
As with the consideration of social media above, there are also questions about access,
sustainability and trust that emerge within this kind of work. Just who is this crowd that heritage
organisations are appealing to? And who does it exclude (and it always excludes somebody)? We
know that there continue to be inequalities in digital access along the lines of age, geography,
ethnicity, disability and education (for example), so how might these be overcome? How we
create interfaces that enable and encourage participation in such initiatives is the subject of
ongoing exploration, but perhaps not enough reflection. We might also note potential issues
around how to manage peoples’ expectations of what being involved in a project means, and
their sense of what might happen to the associated outputs, including the extent to which their
contribution is likely to influence the way that particular subject matter will be worked with and
articulated in the future.
Immersive mobile encounters
Another area of exploration is the increased number of immersive mobile encounters that are
available for visitors and users to interact with. As Sánchez Laws notes, there are many heritage
organizations ‘experimenting with hybrid physical–digital combinations enabled by mobile
technologies’, a fact that demonstrates that the ‘shape of online narratives continues to evolve’
(Sánchez Laws 2015: 2). There are of course a multitude of mobile applications (apps) which
serve a wayfinding and interpretive function on site at museums and heritage sites, and those

have been the subject of quite some reflection in the literature (Lagoudi and Sexton 2010,
Cromartie 2012, Robson et al. 2016), but here I wish to focus on more intriguing and (perhaps)
ambiguous apps that encourage atypical interactions between members of the public and the
heritages on offer.
One emergent format for such encounters is the ‘subtle mob’, which has been trialled by both the
Museum of London (‘A Hollow Body’) and Amgueddfa Cymru - National Museum Wales
(‘Traces’/’Olion’) in recent years. Whereas flash mobs are noisy, hyper-visible interventions in
public spaces, subtle mobs are quite the opposite. They are quieter, slower, more considered, and
invisible to the onlooker. They are designed to make participants respond to and view their
environments, or the ‘stage’, in new ways, and they are expressly performative.
‘Traces’ for example (‘Olion’ in the Welsh language version) is an attempt to create a digital heritage
encounter via a mobile application that changes peoples’ relationship with the space of the St
Fagans National History Museum. Rather than a faithful interpretation of the site which might
overlay the existing interpretation, the experience is conceived instead as an artistic narrative
composition inspired by the site. ‘Traces’ was created in partnership with a street gaming company,
and is designed to be game-like, story-like and interpretation-lite. But this raises questions also
about the ways in which ‘truth’ and ‘fact’ might be being negotiated, and to what extent their
disruption might be consequential. At a time when heritage institutions are trusted by the general
public (in the global north at least) more than media or government sources, is it the right time to
foreground playfulness, or to engender a more questioning and critical approach in citizens toward
the truth-claims that such institutions have made and continue to make?
Other formats raise fewer such questions, and are notable in their attempts to offer a plurality of
perspectives that might otherwise be missing from a heritage encounter. The Holocaust
Memorial mobile app for Miami Beach, the 9/11 Memorial Guide app, or the Slavery at
Monticello app for example all allow access to stories in different voices. The last of these,
Slavery at Monticello, is an app created by the Thomas Jefferson Foundation for use at the
Monticello World Heritage Site, a former plantation and home to the Jefferson family. The app
introduces stories of slavery through multiple perspectives and promises that ‘Once you hear
their stories you will never forget them … this app presents a small piece of their story’. The app
presents mixed-media insights into 17 peoples’ stories, including those of James Hubbard ‘A
Runaway’ slave, Sally Hemings ‘Domestic Servant and Devoted Mother’, and Thomas Jefferson
‘American President, Slave Owner’. The app seeks to present an insight into ‘The Messiness of
History’ via a rich and immersive mediascape that people can navigate on their own terms.
Such projects produce or curate what might be termed ‘multimodal’ digital heritage encounters;
they utilise multiple modalities including sounds, smells, gestures, but also spatial resources and
other inputs from the environment. Sarah Kenderdine has noted the multimodal ‘real’ in her
analysis of embodiment in digital heritage encounters: ‘embodiment is multisensory and results
from effects of visual, auditory, tactile, olfactory, and gustatory cues. Embodiment is
entanglement through, and with, context and environment’ (2016, 29, see also Hanna
Schraffenberger and Edwin van der Heide). These approaches demonstrate institutions starting
to think more carefully and creatively about how they can encourage symbiosis between space

and content, interactions which enable new kinds of experience or knowledge to emerge, and
which implicate the user in the experience. They show an understanding of the environment as a
‘sense-scape’ (Young 2007 in Kenderdine 2016), an accumulation of unique spatial and historical
elements that can themselves be significant resources. They work beyond traditional conceptions
of ‘visitor’ and ‘visiting’ which have been exploded in recent years, and they seek to embrace
increased fluidity between digital and physical, online and offline, hoping to create frictionless
hybrid encounters.
But there are challenges here also, and a re-emergence of questions about accessibility, usability
and platform politics. Sustainability is also a concern, especially given the not insignificant
amounts of money set aside for such initiatives. The ongoing frustration with mobile
applications is of course getting people to download them in the first instance, and they can be
fiendishly difficult things to evaluate also. Indeed, evaluating digital heritage projects generally is
often an area of quite considerable unease for those who are involved at the sharp end of project
delivery and reporting.
Conclusion
The above attests to the creativity and excitement that is a facet of our current explorations in
using digital for the benefit of public heritage variously defined. What it also demonstrates
however is the need for reflexivity and care as key components of professional practice in this
area. If those fail there is a real risk that the very public[s] heritage institutions actively court
within the digital mediascape will be misunderstood and (ultimately) ill-served. There is a
tendency to see the digital as a way of opening up access, democratizing heritage and broadening
its scope, but these things are never inevitable, and need to be subject to honest and repeated
appraisal. Taylor and Gibson diagnose this problem acutely when they note that:
[m]obilising people to engage with heritage is valuable and interesting, but the role of
digitisation and social media in the democratisation of heritage needs to be better
understood. Understanding the implications, particularly unintended, that come from
digitising or digital engagement becomes increasingly important (Taylor & Gibson 2016:
417).
Their reference here to unintended implications is a reminder that heritage organisations need to
gain a better grasp of questions around platform politics, privacy, data misuse and how all of
these things intersect with questions about power. As Pickover has said, ‘digitisation and digital
interaction with heritage today cannot be seen as a ‘neutral’ activity divorced from the entangled
power relations of our past’ (Pickover 2014 in Taylor & Gibson 2016: 409).
Elsewhere I have argued that recognizing these issues is akin to a new professional literacy for
those who work in, through and with digital heritage (Kidd 2018). This needs to involve scrutiny
of practice along a number of evaluative criteria; Why digital public heritage? Which public(s) are
represented? Whose measures of success are being privileged and what do they amount to`?
How have choices about formats, platforms, framing, moderation and institutional voice
impacted the kinds of engagement and/or ‘democracy’ that are possible? Only close and

considered reflexivity with those publics, and perhaps also with those who are excluded, will offer
insight into whether the promises of digital public heritage have been achieved, or are achievable.
We do our communities no service at all if we skate over these issues, and are instead in danger
of replicating the problematics of past heritage practices that the very process of becoming
digital was supposed to overturn.
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